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1 Introduction

Intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) are computer tools that provide services to help
in the learning process. The purpose of these systems is to allow learners to acquire
knowledge and develop skills in a specific field [1]. Some of these systems include mod-
ules with different artificial intelligence algorithms and techniques because it allows
training to be more effective, increases the quality through individualized learning
pathways, and facilitates the data analysis of all learners [2]. The work described in
this paper focuses on AI-VT ITS.

The AI-VT (Artificial Intelligence-Virtual Trainer) ITS is a generic educational
tool that aims to accompany learners by proposing sheets of exercises called sessions.
Inside each session, the expected abilities are divided into skills—themselves broken
down into sub-skills. The learner chooses a skill to work on, and the system generates
a session composed of exercises associated with several sub-skills of the chosen skill.
The system offers a list of exercises at the beginning of a session using the case-based
reasoning paradigm with a database of questions.

Case-based reasoning (CBR) is an artificial intelligence generic paradigm based
on a type of reasoning that tries to imitate human behavior to solve new problems by
remembering past experiences (analogy reasoning). The basic principle is that similar
problems have similar solutions. If a new problem arises, and a similar problem has
already been solved, the solution to the new problem can be inferred from the solu-
tions already found for similar problems [3]. Formally we have the set P which is the
problem space and S the solution space, then a problem x and its solution y belong
to these spaces x ∈ P and y ∈ S. If y is a solution of x then we have the couple
(x, y) ∈ P × S. In CBR we have a base of n problems and their associated solutions
(xn, yn). This base is called the case base. The purpose of CBR is, when given a new
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Fig. 1 Case-Based Reasoning Cycle (Source: [6])

problem xz to find its solution yz using the case base [4]. The CBR process is divided
into four sequential steps that form a cycle. Figure 1 shows the cycle and the flow
of information as well as the associations of each of the steps : retrieve, reuse, revise
and retain [5].

Recommendation systems in learning environments consider the requirements,
needs, profiles, talents, interests, and evolution of the learners to adapt and rec-
ommend resources or exercises to improve the acquisition and mastery of concepts
and knowledge in general. The adaptation of these systems can be two types: the
adaptation of the presentation that shows learners the resources according to their
weaknesses and the adaptation of the navigation that changes the structure of the
course according to the level and learning style of each learner [7]. The proposed
model belongs to the adaptation of navigation category.

Recommendation techniques are useful in ITS because they can detect changes
and evolve to an optimal state such as Thompson’s sampling (TS) algorithm, a
probabilistic type algorithm that belongs to the category of reinforcement learning
algorithms, where the algorithm chooses in time t an action a from a set A, gets a
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reward for the action a and depending on the value of reward, adjusts their decision
strategy for choose in time t + 1 another a action, with the aim of maximizing the
reward. It is based on the Bayesian principle, where there is an a priori probability
distribution. With the data obtained, an a posteriori probability distribution is gen-
erated with which it tries to maximize the estimate of the expected value. For the
Bernoulli variant, where the reward has only two possible values (0 and 1 or success
and failure), the base distribution used is the Beta distribution, which is defined in
[0, 1] and parameterized by the two values α and β [8].

This paper presents the new recommendation system that has been designed and
integrated into AI-VT. This recommendation system is the result of developments
based on requirements identified during previous experiments. Indeed, the AI-VT
system has been tested in a school, during a session of eight training sessions with
two groups of learners. The results have shown the necessity to change the type and
difficulty of the exercises in real-time during the session. This ability must take into
account the learner’s results and the indicator variables produced. As a consequence,
a dynamic adaptation module is required. In this case the dynamic adaptation must
be able to work and generate adapted recommendations from the cold-start stage
and continue with few data. It is also necessary to analyze each learner or group of
learners without any previous training stages. In addition, it must also avoid the
use of subjective estimators that can generate recommendations deviating from the
learner’s reality. For this reason, a specific recommendation module is proposed and
integrated into the system. This module calculates a factor value based on the grades
obtained in the past and their complexity in order to propose questions at a level of
complexity adapted to each learner.

The proposed recommender system model in this paper considers the learner’s
past grades and their complexity to estimate their knowledge and mastery in differ-
ent skills and sub-skills inside the AI-VT system and then to adapt the sessions to
maximize the acquisition of knowledge and the mastery of different areas contained in
the same defined skill. The model has two versions—a deterministic version based on
rules that establishes the learner’s capabilities with defined parameters and intervals
and a stochastic version based on the reinforcement learning paradigm that proposes
a modification of the Thompson Sampling algorithm to get the adaptation. The
versions are complementary and the system can select which of the two versions to
use. This choice depends on the results, session difficulty and learning profiles. The
effectiveness of the adaptation is variable and, in some cases, the deterministic model
works better than the stochastic one and inversely.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II shows the specification of the AI-VT
system; Section III presents the related works about intelligent training systems,
recommender systems, and adaptation methods; the proposed model is explained in
Section IV; Section V shows the experimental description, results and discussion; and
lastly, the conclusions are discussed in Section VI.
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2 Description of the AI-VT System

The AI-VT system is a general ITS that proposes a set of exercises to learners. This
set of exercises is generated by a multi-agent system using the case-based reasoning [9].

The global structure of AI-VT is shown in Figure 2. There is a database of
questions. Each one of them is associated with a context, the text of a question,
and a complexity level. The questions belong to a sub-skill level, and the sub-skills
belong to a skill level. The teacher and the learner are the principal actors in the
system. The teacher has the capacity to configure the whole system, number of skills,
sub-skills in a skill, number of questions, complexity of each of them, number of
complexity levels, and time per session. The learner can start the series of a specific
sub-skill, access complementary support resources, and answer the test questions in
the sessions proposed by the system.

Fig. 2 AI-VT System Structure

Using the CBR philosophy, the global AI-TV system assumes that there are
learners with similar learning performances, needs, and abilities. It is then possible to
group them and thus improve the general learning process for all of them.

The AI-VT algorithm tries to propose a list of exercises according to the selected
time of work, skill, and sub-skill while considering the balance between repetitiveness
and variety. The number of exercises per session changes depending on the level and
proficiency of each learner. The list of exercises is generated at the beginning of each
session; therefore, it does not modify the course of the session depending on the
answers provided by the learner, as the exercise lists are static during the session [10].
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3 Related Works

3.1 Recommender Systems in ITS

In ITS, the recommender systems show positive effects for learners because they
help find relevant resources and maintain motivation. Also, with the application of
artificial intelligence techniques to personalization recommendations, the systems
are more efficient. The effects were validated by Huang et al. [11], measuring the
difference between preliminary tests and tests after the completion of a course as well
as a control group that took the same course without the recommendation system.
Also, Ingkavara et al. [12] highlights that technologies and recommender systems
can accommodate different needs and aspirations as well as promote self-regulated
learning. This type of learning helps learners acquire skills to improve their speed and
performance because there are variable objectives, a structured environment, variable
learning times, and support and reinforcement resources.

Recommender systems require information about the learner and their require-
ments so that a module can define a profile and perform a set of algorithms to produce
a recommendation. As an example, the work of Lalitha and Sreeja [13] uses the KNN
(K-Nearest Neighbors) algorithm to identify the common characteristics between the
learners and to extract the adapted resources from the web using Random Forest.

There are different approaches to generating and proposing personalized resources
and paths. The algorithms and representations used are diverse. For example, in
Zhao et al. [14], learner data is collected and classified into groups with similar char-
acteristics to determine the performance of each learner using the Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA) method, which allows for identifying the specific needs of each group
and thus proposes a personalized learning path.

The recommendation can propose resources, themes, or exercises. Zhou and Wang
[15] develops an exercise recommendation system for learning English. The system
contains a main module that represents learners as vectors according to the DINA
model where the acquired knowledge points are stored. The vector is n-dimensional
K = {k1, k2, ...., kn} and each dimension corresponds to a knowledge point. For
example, k1 = 1 then the learner masters knowledge point k1, and if k2 = 0 then the
learner has to study knowledge point k2 because they have not acquired mastery in
that point. This representation allows creation of a learner profile that will later be
used to recommend which exercises to perform or which resources to consult in order
to acquire mastery in the dimensions requiring more knowledge.

Some recommendation and personalization works consider complementary vari-
ables to the grades as in Ezaldeen et al. [16], which links the analysis of the learner’s
behavior and semantic analysis. The first step consists in collecting the necessary
data to create a learner profile. The complete profile of the learner is associated with
a group of predefined learning categories according to their preferences and historical
data. Then, having a value for each category, the system searches concepts associated
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with the categories and generates a guide to obtain resources the system can recom-
mend on the web.

Deep Learning has been used as a recommender system in some intelligent
tutoring systems, as in the work of Gomede et al. [17], where a model that predicts
learners’ preferences using deep autoencoders is proposed. The effectiveness of the
model has been tested based on learners’ preferences, demonstrating that this type of
model can indeed improve the adaptation of a learning system with respect to other
types of algorithms and combinations evaluated. In this case, this work is based more
on learner’s experience than on progress in acquiring and mastering knowledge.

Another technique used in order to adapt the intelligent tutoring system consists
of predicting the performance of the learners and modifying the system according to
the data obtained from the algorithm. In such a case, the prediction can be done with
an algorithm or a combination of artificial intelligence models. One of the drawbacks
of this type of approach is that, generally, the data used to train the models does not
integrate important aspects into the learning process [18]. Many of the adaptation
methods and algorithms presented in this section correspond to models designed
for specific intelligent tutoring systems that, require variables and data that are
not always available, making them not directly applicable in a generic way to other
systems. The models using Deep Learning are sometimes very complicated, require a
lot of hyperparameters and the architecture is complex and hard to understand.

3.2 Case-Based Reasoning (CBR)

CBR is used in several fields because of its generality. Medicine, sports, and industrial
production are the representative fields. The work of Smyth and Cunningham [19]
uses CBR for the prediction of running times for athletes. The runners were followed
and analyzed to predict the finishing times of a race. Here, an algorithm for those
who do the marathon is implemented using the KNN algorithm to find similar cases
and make the prediction with the weighted average of the best finishing times of
similar cases found in the first stage of the CBR.

The model in Smyth and Willemsen [20] tries to predict the best personal times
for skaters based on the analogy that skaters with similar characteristics and racing
histories will have similar times, too. Nevertheless, sometimes calculating an average
of the similar times found is not enough because there are variables that can consid-
erably change each skater’s performance, such as the type of race, a specific track,
the race distance, and so forth. Consequently, the authors make the predictions over
groups of characteristics such as race distance and date.

CBR is also used as a recommendation system. Bahramian et al. [6] implements
a tourism recommender system with CBR and artificial neural networks to help
users select a tour and visit points of interest in a given city. The system database is
updated with the user feedback and the recommendation is generated according to
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user preferences.

The use of CBR in ITS and personalization shows positive results as indicated by
the work of Supic [21] whose model follows the traditional cycle of CBR by combining
traditional and digital learning models. The main contributions are the representation
of cases and the recommendation of personalized learning paths according to other
learners’ information. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the model, an initial case
base was created to recommend courses to 120 learners. The results were obtained
with the help of exams before and after following the course recommended by the
model.

3.3 Thompson Sampling (TS)

Recommendation systems are generally used in commerce and on the market to
recommend products to customers, but these techniques may be used in other fields
to recommend training exercises, planning paths, study resources, etc. These rec-
ommendations are based on historical data and user feedback. In Eide et al. [22], a
Recurrent Neural Network as a recommender system is proposed for a marketplace.
The network had been tested in combination with several variants of the Thompson
Sampling algorithm because it allows for the maximization of the exploration oppor-
tunities and ensures a learning process. With a hit-rate metric, TS improves click
rates by 7% compared to other strategies.

The recommendation of products for e-commerce with an extension of the
Bernoulli Thompson Sampling algorithm is proposed in Brodén et al. [23], where
combinations of TS with sleeping bandit and dynamic partitioning are tested with
information belonging to a single user in the same session. The results of metrics
precision and recall show high values of accuracy for three different types of products.

Another application of TS appears in Akerblom et al. [24], where a variant of
TS is implemented to find the minimax paths in a network with stochastic weights
and partial knowledge. The work with three different test scenarios demonstrates the
algorithm’s effectiveness despite the complexity and lack of information.

Mao et al. [25] developed a recommender system with a reinforcement algorithm
that considers learner dynamic preferences in the context of practical quiz question
generation. In this case, learners must send a feedback score to the system, which then
uses a transformation matrix (distance between questions) and a weight of reward for
each question. Some equations calculate the reward for each learner and the direction
for newly generated questions. This integrated recommendation system was evaluated
with respect to a random system and a greedy system, using an ordinary session
in two scenarios (10 and 30 questions) as a basis. The metric used to compare the
algorithms is the cumulative reward. In both scenarios the proposed system obtained
a higher cumulative reward, demonstrating that the recommendations generated by
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the proposed system obtain better opinions from the learners.

As a consequence, this study of the literature shows that the AI-VT recommender
model requires:

• identification of learners’ difficulties in the learning process with few data
• specific adaptation of content or presentation of the system according to the
difficulties encountered for each learner and their current grades

• adaptation without initial data (cold-start)
• dynamic responses without training step
• a minimum number of subjective descriptive parameters for each learner

The module proposed in its two versions contributes significantly to the fulfillment
of the objectives by making the contents presented by the application appropriate
for each learner and by generating diverse adaptations for each particular type of
learning. Identification is achieved quickly, in a few steps and is continuously analyzed
and adapted according to the new answers provided by the learners.

4 Proposed Model

The proposed model attempts to change the list of exercises generated by CBR,
according to the learner’s partial results. Consequently, the model requires the grades,
answer delays, and question complexities in order to perform the recommendation for
one learner. The proposed model aims at identifying the weaknesses of each learner,
adapting the content presented to the learners according to the identified weaknesses,
and extracting and exploiting data from the answers at each level of complexity even
when learners exhibit unexpected behaviors. The model variables and parameters are
detailed in Table 1. The model is proposed in two versions, one deterministic and the
other stochastic.

The proposed deterministic model calculates the mastery rate with the equations
1, 2 and 3. Equation 1 computes the mean of historic grades for a particular com-
plexity level. This equation contains a penalty term for the response time that may
or may not be applied depending on the value of parameter λ. Equation 2 computes
the mastery rate for the first complexity level and Equation 3 calculates the mastery
rate for each complexity level. The mastery rate helps to guide the learner within
the complexity levels using historical grades and to recommend the complexity level
closest to the current one where weaknesses have been detected. Mastery rate mc is
a value on a scale of 0 to 100 that reflects the level of proficiency attained by the
learner in a sub-skill. It serves to condense the learner’s scores for each sub-skill.
It is calculated based on the (latest) scores and weighted by the complexity of the
exercises. The mastery rate must take into account the complexity of the exercises
as follows: A 100% mastery rate cannot be achieved solely with low-complexity exer-
cises; conversely, it can be achieved with maximum-complexity exercises alone. We
then propose a tiered system. With cn levels of complexity, exercises of complexity c
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should enable the attainment of a maximum mastery rate of c ∗ 100/cn. Finally, the
mastery rate is calculated recursively.

Table 1 Variables and parameters of the proposed model

ID Description Domain
cn Total number of complexity levels N | cn > 0
gm Max value into the scale of grades N | gm > 0
gt Grade threshold (0, gm) ∈ R
s Number of defined paths N | s > 0
sc Defined fixed current path [1, s] ∈ N
∆s Step for beta distribution parameters in path s (0, 1) ∈ R
tm Max value in time answer R | tm > 0
nv Number of intervals for each path N | nv > 0
gc Grade for a learner for a question with complexity c [0, gm] ∈ R
ngc Grade of learner with time penalization [0, gm] ∈ R
tc Time to answer a question with complexity c [0, tm] ∈ R
mc Mastery rate of learner for a complexity c [0, 100] ∈ R
vs,nv Limits for each nv interval [0, 100]
nq Number of questions to consider of history N
f(g) Function to calculate the mean of grades g R+

ncl New calculated complexity level N
αc Value for α in complexity c R | αc > 0
βc Value for β in c complexity R | βc > 0
∆β Step of beta parameter initialization N | ∆β > 0
λ Weight of time penalization (0, 1) ∈ R
Gc Set of d grades in complexity level c Rd , d ∈ N | d > 0
xc Normalized average grades [0, 1] ∈ R
nc Number of total questions in a session N | nc > 0
nyc Number of questions in complexity level c N | 0 < nyc ≤ nc

yc Proportion of questions in complexity level c [0, 1] ∈ R
r Total value for adaptability defined metric [0, cn] ∈ R
sc Total value for cosine similarity metric [−1, 1] ∈ R

f(gc) =< gc > −
(
< gc > ∗λ ∗

< tc >

tm

)
(1)

m1 =
10

cn
∗ f(g1)nq

(2)

mc = max

(
mc−1 +

10

cn
∗ f(gc)nq

,
c ∗ 10
cn

∗ f(gc)nq

)
(3)

With the calculation of the mastery rate for the last level of complexity, it is
possible to recommend an adapted complexity level using a predefined strategy.
Equation 4 uses an indicator function Ic to determine the adapted complexity level
using a table vs,nv of predetermined intervals.

ncl = Ic(inf(vs,nv) <= mc <= sup(vs,nv)), ∀nv (4)

The complete steps for the deterministic algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Deterministic Recommendation Model

for each nq questions q do
< g >← 1

nq

∑
i∈A gi ▷ A the set of the last nq grades

r ← f(gc)nq
▷ eq 1

Calculate mc with r ▷ for last complexity level c, eq 3
for each nvs do

Get ncl ▷ Using the v table, eq 4
end for

end for

The proposed stochastic model uses the Beta family of distribution of proba-
bility to define dynamically the new complexity level (Equation 5) inspired by the
Thompson Sampling reinforcement learning algorithm. This model version allows the
recommendation of non-contiguous complexity levels, but the priority is to recom-
mend levels where faults have been detected. The model requires a distribution of
probability for each complexity level, the initial parametrization of all distributions
of probability can force the model to recommend contiguous complexity levels.

B(x, α, β) =

{
xα−1(1−x)β−1∫ 1

0
uα−1(1−u)β−1du

for x ∈ [0, 1]

0 otherwise
(5)

In this case, the grade threshold variable gt is necessary to determine the variabil-
ity of the distribution of probability for each complexity level. All the distributions
of probability are dynamic, Equations 6, 7 and 8 show the correlated update rules.
These rules modify the values by inverse reward. Each complexity level has an associ-
ated Beta probability distribution with predefined initial values for the parameters α
and β. Equation 6 computes the last grade in a specific complexity level of a learner
and applies a penalty for response time, according to the λ parameter. Equations 7
and 8 update the α and β values using the threshold variable gt as an indicator.

ngc = gc −
(
gc ∗ λ ∗

tc
tm

)
(6)

ngc ≥ gt →


βc = βc +∆s

βc−1 = βc−1 +
∆s

2

αc+1 = αc+1 +
∆s

2

(7)

ngc < gt →


αc = αc +∆s

αc−1 = αc−1 +
∆s

2

βc+1 = βc+1 +
∆s

2

(8)

Once the parameters of the probability distributions have been defined for each
level of complexity, as shown in Equation 9, the adaptation is chosen by considering
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the maximum value of the set of random values obtained from the all the Beta prob-
ability distributions.

ncl = maxx(E[Beta(αx, βx)]), 0 <= x <= cn (9)

The steps for the stochastic algorithm are shown in the algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Stochastic Recommendation Model

Initialize the a priori distributions of probability
for each questions q do

With i as the actual complexity level c
Calculate ngi ▷ eq 6
Update parameters αi and βi ▷ eq 7 and eq 8
Get ncl ▷ eq 9

end for

5 Results and Discussion

In this section a comparison is presented of the AI-VT system with and without the
proposed recommendation module (deterministic and stochastic). The behavior of
the model was tested with a generated dataset, because the synthetic data can be
an efficient way to compare models, allows the exploration of the impact of sample
size in the performance of the model, protects sensible and personal information,
and can reproduce representative information [28]. This dataset contains the grades
and response times of 1000 learners for five different levels of complexity. The data
description is shown in Table 2. The approximation of the learner grades is generated
with the logit-normal distribution of probability because it is experimentally the best
representation model [26].

The defined general test parameters for the model are detailed in Table 3. The
specific parameters for the deterministic variant are in Table 4. Using these parame-
ters, the model is formally written as Equations 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14. Table 6 shows
the definition v of intervals. The stochastic variant parameter values are in Table 5.

Table 2 Description of variables for dataset used

ID Description Domain
qc Complexity Level of a question q [0, cn] ∈ N
qg,c Obtained grade g for question q with complexity c [0, gm] ∈ R
qt,c Time employed t for a question q with complexity c [0, tm] ∈ R
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Table 3 Values for tested scenarios

ID cn gm tm s sc λ
Value 5 10 120 3 2 0.25

Table 4 Initial values for the deterministic
recommendation model

ID nv1 nv2 nv3 nq vs,nv

Value 8 7 7 3 Table 6

Table 5 Initial values for the stochastic recommendation model
(x represents all learners, y represents all complexity levels
greater than 1)

ID gt αx,1 αx,y βx,1 ∆βx,y ∆1 ∆2 ∆3

Value 6 2 1 1 1 0.3 0.5 0.7

Table 6 Table v with the values for three paths
(s = 3), sevent to eight intervals
(nv1 = 8, nv2 = 7 and nv3 = 7) and five CL
(Complexity Levels)

Path 1 Path 2 Path 3
Interval CL Interval CL Interval CL
[0, 20] 0 [0, 15] 0 [0, 10] 0
[21, 30] 1 [16, 25] 1 [11, 20] 1
[31, 45] 1 [26, 35] 2 [21, 30] 2
[46, 50] 2 [36, 42] 2 [31, 36] 2
[51, 65] 2 [43, 50] 3 [37, 43] 3
[66, 75] 3 [51, 75] 3 [44, 65] 3
[76, 90] 3 [76, 100] 4 [66, 100] 4
[91, 100] 4

m1 =
10

5
∗ f(g1)3 (10)

m2 = max

(
m1 +

10

5
∗ f(g2)3,

20

5
∗ f(g2)3

)
(11)

m3 = max

(
m2 +

10

5
∗ f(g3)3,

30

5
∗ f(g3)3

)
(12)

m4 = max

(
m3 +

10

5
∗ f(g4)3,

40

5
∗ f(g4)3

)
(13)

m5 = max

(
m4 +

10

5
∗ f(g5)3,

50

5
∗ f(g5)3

)
(14)

The generated dataset is a simulation of learners grades for answers to fifteen
questions at each of the five levels of complexity. The dataset simulates, via the
logit-normal probability distribution, a weakness in each level of complexity for 70%
of learners in the first ten questions. The difficulty of the complexity is also simulated
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by reducing the average score and increasing the variance. Figure 3 shows the dataset
distribution of 1000 learners’ grades by complexity level. The results shown for the
stochastic variant corresponds to the average of 20 executions.

Fig. 3 Generated dataset for testing

The results of the first comparison without historical data (cold start) between
the two versions of the proposed model and the original system (CBR) are shown in
Figure 4, where different transition numbers and scales appear. The original system
does not have transitions. All the learners are evaluated inside complexity level 0.
Grades obtained during the session are not considered. The system with recommen-
dation models tries to adapt the complexity level according to the obtained grades.
The deterministic model generates four big transitions with a large number of learn-
ers in questions 5, 6, 8 and 12 all of them between contiguous complexity levels.
The trends are downward for levels 0, 1, and 2 after the eighth question and upward
for levels 1 and 3. The stochastic model starts by proposing all the possible levels
of complexity but focuses on level 0. The transitions are constants, but for a small
number of learners, the trends after the tenth question are downward for levels 0 and
4 and upward for levels 1, 2 and 3.

After the generation of the first session, the system can continue with the next list
of exercises. In this case, the three models have been initialized with the same data
and equal values for all learners. Figure 5 allows observation of the first transition of
the original system. This transition shows that the system acts only with the past
obtained grades and that the transitions are very slow. Even if the grades are different
during the session, all learners must follow the same path; however, the recommenda-
tion models change. The deterministic model presents three transitions in questions
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Fig. 4 Recommended complexity levels with two version models, first session case without historical
grades data (cold start)

3, 5, and 12. The trends are static for level 3, variable for Level 2, and strongly down-
ward for level 0. The stochastic model continues with smooth transitions but always
tries to prefer the weaker level. In this case, the model has identified complexity level
1. Here, levels 0 and 1 are downward, level 2 is static, and levels 3 and 4 are upward.

Fig. 5 Recommended complexity levels with two version models; third session case with historical
grades data for complexity level 0

Finally, when the initialization data considers the two complexity levels 0 and 1 as
evaluated, then naturally, the system must start with level 1 or 2. Because the original
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system changes very slowly between levels, this system starts with complexity level 1
as shown in Figure 6. Like the other two comparisons, the changes in this system are
not progressive but direct for all. The deterministic recommendation model in this
case adopts the same strategy and proposes a direct change for all learners around
the fifth question. The stochastic variant continues with small, constant changes and
a preference for level 2. The trends are very stable except for levels 1 (upward) and 2
(downward).

Fig. 6 Recommended complexity levels with two version models; sixth session case with historical
grades data for complexity levels 0 and 1

A representative example of recommended complexity level progression for two
specific learners with the deterministic model is shown in Figure 7 and with the
stochastic model in Figure 8, where the value of average grades in the session xc, and
the proportion of questions for each complexity level yc are calculated in each case.
In both cases, the learner evolution between the different complexity levels is notable.
The main difference is the type of change. The deterministic model proposes sequen-
tial changes by shifting between consecutive levels in a bottom-up fashion. On the
other hand, the stochastic model proposes jumps between levels until a convergence
is reached while maintaining the upward trend.

To compare the original system and two recommendation model variants numeri-
cally, a set of equations (equation 15 and equation 16) has been defined that describes
the ideal recommender system if the learner’s objective is standard learning. The
metric calculates a value for each complexity level according to grade averages and
the number of recommended questions in that complexity level. The purpose of
this metric is to give a high score to the recommender systems that propose more
exercises at the complexity level where the learner has registered a lower average
grade with the idea of reinforcing the knowledge at that complexity level and if they
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Fig. 7 Example of a deterministic recommendation for a representative learner in the three config-
ured scenarios

Fig. 8 Example of a stochastic recommendation for a representative learner in the three configured
scenarios

propose fewer exercises at complexity levels where the average grade is high because
it is assumed that the learner has already acquired sufficient knowledge at those
complexity levels. Low scores are assigned to systems that recommend few exercises
at complexity levels with low average grades and, conversely, if they propose many
exercises at complexity levels with high average grades.
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rpc = e−2(xc+yc−1)2 (15)

r =

cn−1∑
c=0

rpc (16)

In equation 15, xc is the normalized average of grades in complexity level c
(equation 17), and yc is the normalized number of answered questions in complexity
level c (equation 18).

xc =
< gc >Gc

gm
(17)

yc =
nyc
nc

(18)

Figure 9 shows the global equation for the metric rp inside the domain of two
variables xc and yc. The maximum value for r in a specific complexity level is 1. The
global maximum value for the tested scenarios is 5; therefore a good recommender
system should have a high r value.

The results of metric calculations for the original system and the two models in
the three defined scenarios are shown in Table 7.

Fig. 9 Function for metric evaluations in each complexity level (standard learning)

A metric for soft learning is defined in equation 19 and equation 20. A high score is
assigned using this metric to the systems that propose more exercises in a complexity
level where the average grade is around 0.4, and also if there are fewer exercises when
average grades are higher, and the score value is more flexible with lower average
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Table 7 Results Metric Table (CBR - System without recommendation model, DM -
Deterministic Model, SM - Stochastic Model). A higher value is better

c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 Total (r) Total (%)
Test 1
CBR 0.5388 - - - - 0.5388 10.776
DM 0.8821 0.7282 0.9072 0.8759 - 3.3934 67.868
SM 0.9463 0.8790 0.7782 0.7108 0.6482 3.9625 79.25

Test 2
CBR 0.9445 0.9991 - - - 1.9436 38.872
DM - 0.9443 0.8208 0.9623 - 2.7274 54.548
SM 0.9688 0.9861 0.8067 0.7161 0.6214 4.0991 81.982
Test3
CBR - 0.8559 0.7377 - - 1.5936 31.872
DM - - 0.5538 0.7980 - 1.3518 27.036
SM 0.9089 0.9072 0.9339 0.7382 0.6544 4.1426 82.852

grades. The low scores are assigned to systems that recommend a higher number of
questions in a complexity level with high average grades, and if there are too many
or not enough recommended exercises when grades are lower.

rsc = e−
2

100 (32x
2
c−28xc+10yc−4)2 (19)

r =

cn−1∑
c=0

rsc (20)

Figure 10 shows the global equation for the metric rs inside the domain of two
variables xc and yc. The maximum value for r in a specific complexity level is 1. The
global maximum value for the tested scenarios is 5; therefore a good recommender
system should have a high r value.

The results of the metric calculation for the original system and two models in
the three defined scenarios are shown in Table 8.

To compare the original system and the recommendation model, the metric for the
diversity of propositions is used with cosine similarity (the cosine similarity between
a vector A and a vector B, equation 21) between all the learners propositions. The
results of the average cosine similarity are shown in Table 9.

sc =

∑n
i=1 AiBi√∑n

i=1 A
2
i

√∑n
i=1 B

2
i

(21)

With CBR exercise generation, the system proposes the same exercises to all
learners, and the evolution of complexity levels is very slow almost one change every
three or four sessions. This is because the system does not take into account the grades
obtained during the session, but only at the end. The implemented recommender
systems are more dynamic because big changes occur in groups or individually, and
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Fig. 10 Function for the metric evaluation in each complexity level (soft learning)

Table 8 Results Metric Table (CBR - System without recommendation model, DM -
Deterministic Model, SM - Stochastic Model). A higher value is better

c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 Total (r) Total (%)
Test 1
CBR 0.9979 - - - - 0.9979
DM 0.8994 0.1908 0.3773 0.2990 - 1.7665
SM 0.8447 0.3012 0.2536 0.2030 0.1709 1.7734

Test 2
CBR 0.4724 0.7125 - - - 1.1849
DM - 0.6310 0.3901 0.4253 - 1.4464
SM 0.2697 0.7089 0.2634 0.2026 0.1683 1.6129
Test3
CBR - 0.9179 0.2692 - - 1.1871
DM - - 0.2236 0.9674 - 1.191
SM 0.1873 0.3038 0.6345 0.2394 0.1726 1.5376

Table 9 Average diversity of propositions for all
the learners. A lower value represents greater
diversity. (CBR - System without
recommendation model, DM - Deterministic
Model, SM - Stochastic Model)

Model Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
CBR 1 1 1
DM 0.9540 0.9887 0.9989
SM 0.8124 0.8856 0.9244

the evolution is faster. As can be seen, these adaptations in levels of complexity
change within a few sessions. But considering the learner grades, the deterministic
model suggests level changes to a large number of learners suddenly, because they
are grouped inside an interval of mastery rate, while the stochastic model is more
focused on individual personalization, and the complexity level changes are produced
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for a small number of learners. The two proposed models have the ability to detect
a learner’s weakness and direct the session for their particular needs. The generated
database has allowed the simulation of various situations with the grades of 1000
learners, thus allowing evaluation of the behavior of recommender systems with dif-
ferent configurations.

The numerical results using the defined metric show that the distributions of
questions in a session by the two versions of the recommendation model are different
but with a similar overall trend for all learners. The deterministic model is more
focused in the two contiguous complexity levels where weaknesses have been detected.
That is the reason why it has scored higher in some specific complexity levels. The
stochastic model attempts to distribute the questions in all the defined complexity
levels. Globally, the stochastic model has obtained a higher score with the defined
metric. Compared to the original system, the recommender model (deterministic and
stochastic versions) obtains an overall increase in adaptability between 15% and 68%
for all complexity levels.

According to the cosine similarity metric, the recommendation model in its two
versions increases the diversity of propositions with respect to the original sys-
tem in the three scenarios evaluated, which indicates that in addition to achieving
adaptability, the weaknesses of each learner have been identified individually and
personalized proposals have been generated with respect to these changes while
maintaining the objective of making learners advance between levels of complexity.
The results obtained with this metric also indicate that even if the learners present
similar results, the two proposed versions have the capacity to generate different but
convergent adaptations in global behavior. These observations tend to prove that the
identification of each model is different but can be complementary.

In addition, these results show that the adaptation model allows changing the
trend by recommending learners and groups of learners move forward or backward
in adjacent levels of complexity. Indeed, the model continuously calculates the adap-
tation according to the data obtained in real-time. This type of behavior is difficult
to obtain with other types of artificial intelligence tools, because such tools generate
results that follow a fixed trend determined by training data and can hardly take into
account new situations.

The proposed model manages to meet the objectives set. Indeed, according to
the results obtained in the tests carried out, an improvement in the identification of
learners and the subsequent adaptation proposed with respect to the learning system
without real-time adaptation models is effectively obtained. The advantages of the
proposed model are that it:

• requires few subjective parameters compared to other adaptation models found in
the literature

• exploits data obtained directly from the assessment
• does not require learners to provide additional information
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• is a generic method that can be applied in various contexts, subjects and even other
intelligent tutoring systems

In this study, two metrics are proposed in order to measure the effectiveness of a refer-
ral system. These metrics are computed according to the number of training session
suggested questions and the grade obtained by the learners. With these metrics, an
ITS such as AI-VT can measure the degree to which a potential adaptation identifies
learners’ weaknesses at a given level of complexity and in a particular (sub-)skill.

6 Conclusions

Modules of recommendation are an essential piece for ITS systems because they help
guide the individual learning process, allow identification of weaknesses, and redirect
the complete process to improve knowledge and skills. The proposed model versions
can detect a learner’s weakness in real time and try to redirect the session to the
best possible complexity level to help the learner acquire and master the knowledge
before moving to superior complexity levels, because, generally, knowledge of inferior
complexity levels is necessary to complete superior levels. Even if the dataset gen-
erated is a simulation of response times and grades for learners, the tests using it
allow observation of the flexibility and robustness of the proposed recommendation
model because the data for learners presents high diversity and forces the system to
adapt to different types of configurations; therefore, we can conclude that the pro-
posed recommendation model has the capacity to work in different situations and to
propose alternative paths in each case to improve the overall learning process—even
if the learning objective is different for each learner as demonstrated by the results
obtained in the evaluation of the two proposed metrics. The proposed model also
allows the diversity and customization of the system, since according to the results of
comparison with the cosine similarity between all the recommendations generated for
each learner, there is an increase with respect to the original system.

Future work includes tests with real data in a real standard environment to obtain
information on certain, specific characteristic groups of learners and to compare the
results obtained with theoretical ones, thus consolidating the behavioral evidence
and the effectiveness of the proposed model. For AI-VT, this could include a module
for the automatic correction of learner answers, provision of complementary aids,
analysis of different interactions with the system to improve the learning process, and
the identification of skill weaknesses and prediction of performances.
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